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The Holy Qur'an is ideal for individuals who do not know how to read Arabic script. This edition has

in one column the Arabic script, second column has Transliteration in Roman Script and the third

column has the English translation by Abdullah Yusuf Ali. In the his preface Abdullah Yusuf Ali had

this to say to his readers: "Read, study and digest the Holy Book. Read slowly, and let it sink into

your heart and soul. Such study will, like virtue, be its own reward."
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Abdullah Yusuf Ali translation is the best known in English language. The translation is recognized

as the most authoritrative English translation among Muslims and non-Muslims.

Helped me understand a lot more with the English translation!

Three words about this Qur'an: EXCELLENT! EXCELLENT! EXCELLENT!This Qur'an is an

absolute must have for those who are seriously interested in learning how to read/recite the

Qur'an.The pages of this Qur'an are broken down into 3 columns. On the far right, column 1, is the

Arabic text. Column 2, in the middle, is the transliteration of the Arabic text and in column 3, over to

the far left, is the English translation.The quality of the book is good: Hardcover not paperback. The

quality of the pages it is printed on is very good and the print quality of the text is excellent. It is very

easy to understand everything that is written on the page. Also, what I love is the font size of the

text; very very easy to read. I am not sure what the font size is set to [10pts, 11pts, 12pts etc.] but



they made the font size big enough to where you do not have to squint and guess what you are

reading; this is especially important when it comes to the Arabic text. The Arabic text is set in a

darker black text color compared to the English and transliteration that is on the page and it is very

clear and easy to read; this is also good for those who are, not only learning to recite the Qur'an, but

also for those who are actually learning to read and speak the Arabic language itself! The

transliteration is also very good. It is written very well and [it] flows with the Arabic words

beautifully.For those of you who just simply want to use the transliteration to help you with some

Arabic words from time to time when reading the Qur'an then this is a great buy. For those of you

who truly want to learn to recite Qur'an AND are learning the Arabic language itself, then this is

hands-down a great investment for your Islamic library. For those who are learning recitation, I

highly recommend using this book in conjunction with the FREE online Qur'an reciter at the website:

quranexplorer(dot)com. I am currently learning how to read and speak Arabic. The website I

mentioned above combined with this excellent Qur'an will well put you on the way to reciting Qur'an

just like the beautiful Qur'an reciters in Makkah (Mecca) like Mishari-Rashid.Hope this helps. Peace!

Arrived a lot faster than predicted, a lot better than I expected the product to be, well worth the

money anyone looking to buy would be very happy with this product

My Holy Qur'an arrived with a broken binder and frayed place holder.

Very helpful for those who can not reading Quran in Arabic script can read Quran in Arabic with the

help of Roman Translation . Sheikh

How can you go wrong with this book.. Alhamdulillah

All three Laguages,Arabic (roman text, arabic script and english) transliteration beautifully bound in

green hard cover. Read from back to front ! Great ! Now I can cross-reference prayers in Arabic !

Well worth the price !

This is a good product for the cost. I know there are others available that are color-coded to show

tajwid rules but tend to cost a bit more. If you have the extra cash on hand, I'd recommend looking

for one of those, but if not, this is a nice option.
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